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menu naviGaTion
Controls

l/ L : Navigate menus. 

a: Accept highlighted option.

b: Return to previous menu or cancel.  

main menu
Continue Game: Load most current progress.

Load Game (only appears if two or more save slots are occupied): Select a save slot to load 
your progress.

New Game: Start a new game.

Multiplayer: Access friends list, leaderboards and Xbox LIVE®.

Options: Adjust brightness, sound/music volume and controls.

Review: View statistics and credits.

options menu
Video: Adjust in-game brightness.

Audio: Adjust the volume of sound effects and music.

Controls: Adjust analog stick Sensitivity, toggle Controller Vibration on or off, and Invert Look (Y-axis).

Pause menu
Return to Game: Resume gameplay.

Reload Checkpoint: Restarts from most recent checkpoint.

Options: Adjust your video, audio and controls. 

Quit to Main Menu: Returns to the Main Menu.
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1.  Object State Indicator: A half circle will appear over an object that you can manipulate. The blue icon 
will make the object new and the orange will make the object old.

2.  Ammo Counter: Ammo in the current clip is displayed as individual projectiles, and total ammo is shown 
to the immediate right.

3. Stance Indicator: This appears if you’re crouched or carrying certain objects.

4.  Damage Indicator: This appears on screen when you’re taking damage. The arrow points to the origin of 
the damage.

5.  Grenade Indicator: This appears when a grenade has been thrown at you. The arrow points in the 
direction of the grenade.

6.  E99 Meter: The orange bar will show the E99 charge level. When used, the TMD will need to cool down, 
and the meter will slowly refill. This can also be filled using E99 vials. 

7.  Low Health Warning (not shown): This appears if you are severely injured. The more red haze that 
appears on screen, the lower your health.
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mulTiPlayer
multiplayer modes
Extermination: Play as Soldiers versus Creatures in a battle to control beacons on each map. 

Team Deathmatch: Work together with others to defeat your enemies. The team with the most points at the 
end of the match wins.

multiplayer screen Display
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1.	Tick	Indicator:	This appears when a tick is flying at a player. The arrow points in the direction of the tick.

2.	Directional	Beacon	Indicator:	This points in the direction of the beacon during the Extermination 
game type.

3.	TMD	Gravity	Indicator:	This indicates that an object can be manipulated with the TMD gravity function. 

4.	Ammo	Counter:	Ammo in the current clip is displayed as individual projectiles, and total ammo is shown 
to the immediate right.

5.	Stance	Indicator:	This appears if a player is crouched.

6.	E99	Meter:	The orange bar will show the E99 charge level. When used, the TMD will need to cool down, 
and the meter will slowly refill. 

7.	Beacon	Time	Status:	This indicates the amount of time remaining to capture or defend a beacon in 
Extermination mode.

Xbox live
Xbox LIVE® is your connection to more games, more entertainment, more fun. Go to www.xbox.com/live 
to learn more. 

Connecting
Before you can use Xbox LIVE, connect your Xbox 360 console to a high-speed Internet connection and sign  
up to become an Xbox LIVE member. For more information about connecting, and to determine whether 
Xbox LIVE is available in your region, go to www.xbox.com/live/countries.

family settings
These easy and flexible tools enable parents and caregivers to decide which games young game players can 
access based on the content rating. Parents can restrict access to mature-rated content. Approve who and  
how your family interacts with others online with the Xbox LIVE service, and set time limits on how long  
they can play. For more information, go to www.xbox.com/familysettings.
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